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The Army's current activity-based costing model, called
Service Based Costing, focuses on costing Major Commands
(MACOMS) and large installations. The Army has yet to
develop an activity-based costing model for smaller
organizations. This thesis develops an activity-based
costing model for a small army organization, the Presidio of
Monterey's Law Enforcement Command (LEC) . This study
arrived at the model by analyzing the LEC to determine the
LEC ' s products, processes/activities needed to produce those
products, and the resources consumed by processes/activities
while producing products. The model identifies seven major
products produced by the LEC and their associated costs.
These products are Police Information, Police Patrol
Service, Investigations, Crime Prevention Education, Crime
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The United States Army, along with the rest of DoD, is
slowly moving towards using activity-based costing methods
to more accurately identify the cost of doing business. The
Army's current activity-based costing model, called Service
Based Costing, focuses on applying costs at the Major
Commands (MACOMS) level as well as large installations. The
Army has yet to develop an activity-based costing model for
smaller organizations. This thesis develops an activity-
based costing model for a small organization, the Presidio
of Monterey's Law Enforcement Command.
B . BACKGROUND
The Presidio of Monterey is a small Army Installation
with the responsibly of supporting 42 internal and fourteen
tenant organizations. Part of that support is providing
police protection to the installation. The Presidio's
Federal Police Department, called the Law Enforcement
Command (LEC) or Directorate of Law Enforcement (DLE) , has
the largest number of employees of any base support
department (54 employees) . The mission of the LEC is to
preserve the peace, provide security, and maintain law and
order within the Presidio of Monterey
C. PRIMARY RESEARCH QUESTION
The primary research question of this thesis is, what
is the total cost of running the LEC? This study answers
this question by building an activity-based costing model
that identifies:
1. The LEC's outputs.
2. The activities required to generate those outputs.
3. The cost drivers of each activity.
4. The resources consumed by the activities.
5. The cost flows of those resources.
D. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
This study develops an activity-based costing model for
the LEC. It does not develop an activity-based costing
model for the entire Presidio. As a result, the costs of
providing support to the LEC from the Presidio's other base
support divisions are estimated. Additionally, the model
does not capture any of the general and administrative (G&A)
costs of the installation's command group. However, given
the large number of internal organizations, 42, the LEC's
share of G&A. cost is likely to be less than five percent of
the LEC's total cost and thus immaterial.
The LEC's activity-based costing model developed in
this thesis is based on field research. The activities,
processes, and products were identified by observing the LEC
over a two month period and by conducting numerous
interviews with LEC employees during that time. The LEC ' s
costs were identified by reviewing FY97 financial data, and
by interviewing managers of the various Presidio support
departments that provide the LEC services.
Because Presidio base support organizations do not
charge any of the internal organizations for support, they
generally do not track the costs of providing that support.
As a result, most of the costs traced from other base
support departments to the LEC are estimates based on a
combination of financial data and management input. This
does not effect the accuracy of the cost flows, but does
effect the accuracy of the final costs per product and the
overall cost of running the LEC.
E. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
This study is organized into four chapters. This first
chapter is a brief introduction that discusses the purpose
of this thesis. The second chapter provides an overview of
the LEC ' s budget and the costs of support provided to the
LEC by the Presidio's other base support departments. The
third chapter is a detailed discussion of the LEC's
activity-based costing model. The fourth, and final
chapter, gives conclusions, two recommended LEC
organizational changes, and recommendations for further
study.

II. THE LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMAND AND ITS BUDGET
A. OVERVIEW.
The mission of the LEC is to preserve the peace,
provide security, and maintain law and order within the
Presidio of Monterey (POM) and the POM annex, an area
greater than 2 9,000 acres. Because it must patrol such a
large area, the LEC is the POM's largest base support
division, in terms of number of employees and size of its
payroll. The LEC currently employs 54 people and had a
total payroll for FY97 of $2,409,694.65. The police force
also has a fleet of twenty vehicles, a police station, and a
police substation as major assets to help it accomplish its
mission.
The Law Enforcement Command produces seven major
products: Police Information, Police Patrol Service,
Investigations, Crime Prevention Education, Crime Watch Hot-
line, Physical Security Inspections, and Magistrate Support.
Any one Uniformed Police Officer can be involved in
producing all of these products, or the individual may only
be involved in a few of these activities.
Providing Police Information encompasses the writing of
reports, inputting those reports into a database, passing
those reports to commanders, and conducting database
searches in response to background/insurance checks. Police
Patrol Services comprise everything that a patrol officer
does to support and protect the community that is not
directly involved in producing another product
.
Investigations are those police activities used to attempt
to solve crimes. Crime Prevention Education includes
setting up information booths at community events, going to
visit grade school classes, and similar activities. The
Crime Watch Hot-line is updated bi-weekly and lists the
crimes that happened on the Presidio over that two week
period as well as giving crime prevention tips on how to
stop/avoid various crimes. Physical Security Inspections
are conducted every eighteen months on all tenant
organizations to ensure that they are in compliance with
U.S. Army regulations. The last product the LEC produces is
support to the U.S. District Magistrate when he holds court.
The LEC provides the court a uniformed Bailiff, an
administrative assistant to collect any fines imposed, and
Officers to testify at trial if needed.
When Fort Ord was open and the 7th Infantry Division
was stationed there, the LEC was a much larger force. It
had 151 military personnel and 138 civilian employees
assigned, for a total of 289 employees. This number
included post gate guards and a military police working dog
(K-9) section. Currently, these two functions, providing
gate guards and K-9 support, have been cut from the LEC
mission. Additionally, the physical security section is
down to one physical security specialist, and the
investigations section has been reduced from 15 to six
employees. This legacy of being a much larger organization




Figure 2.1. LEC's Organization.
The number in parenthesis is the number of employees
assigned to that position. The asterisk indicates one
employee falls under the Occupational Workman's Compensation
Program and his salary is not paid by LEC.
The Chief of Police reports directly to the Presidio's
Commander and is a GS-13, roughly the civilian equivalent to
an army Lieutenant Colonel . Directly under the Chief is the
Deputy Chief of police who is responsible for running
routine police patrol operations, the Chief Investigator who
is responsible for investigating criminal offenses, the
supply section which keeps track of the LEC ' s budget as well
as ordering equipment and supplies, the Physical Security
Specialist who conducts physical security inspections and
provides the command with crime prevention training, and the
Automated Data Processing (ADP) Technician who maintains the
computer systems.
The Deputy Chief of Police is in charge of patrol
operations. All the sworn uniformed police are assigned to
him. These police officers conduct all police operations
except for criminal investigations. Additionally, the
Deputy Chief is responsible for the Police Administrative
Center (PAC) . The PAC is a section of three employees who
are responsible for inputting and retrieving data from the
police information data base.
The Chief Investigator has a staff of four
investigators/detectives that help him investigate criminal
offenses. These investigators investigate all misdemeanor
crimes having a loss of under $1,000.00 and all those crimes
having a greater loss value that the Army's Criminal
Investigation Department (CID) declines to pursue.
C. THE LEC'S BUDGET.
The total Presidio budget was not available for
research purposes. However, numbers were furnished for
those areas that the comptroller felt directly affected the
police force. As a result, the costs that should be charged
to the LEC from other base support departments are
estimates. I was permitted to interview employees of the
other base support departments to estimate their costs of
providing support to the LEC. I was not allowed to see any
of the actual budget numbers for these other support
divisions. This will distort the final numbers in this
study, but does not invalidate the overall model.
The Presidio of Monterey received a total operating
budget for FY97 of $106,697,200.00 of which $2,611,406.85
was spent by the Law Enforcement Command. This amount does
not include the costs of the police vehicle fleet, or of
maintaining the police station and sub-station. These costs
are included in the Department of Logistics (DOL) budget,
which owns the police vehicles, and the Department of Public
Works (DPW) budget, which owns the buildings. The LEC's
actual expenses for FY97 are listed in Table 2.1.
The civilian relocation allowance was an unbudgeted
cost of paying for a portion of a transferring employee's
moving costs. The interest charges were also unbudgeted.
These charges were paid to various venders because the LEC
Civilian relocation allowance $288 95
Travel $13,120 29








Table 2.1. LEC ' s FY97 Budget
failed to pay them on time. All of the other budget items
are self explanatory, except for the utilities category
label which is misleading.
The utilities portion of the police force's budget is
actually a rent payment to the state of California for the
department's California Law Enforcement Terminal (CLET)
.
This computer terminal allows the LEC to access the state's
Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) and police
warrant/criminal history information on individuals. Thus,
none of the LEC ' s money allocated to utilities went to pay
for electricity, water, heat, any other building maintenance
function.
Additionally, the LEC is reimbursed $7,500.00 from the
Army Family Housing Budget each quarter to help pay the cost
of patrolling the housing areas. This money is added to the
LEC's supplies\equipment budget. The Leguna Seca race track
also reimburses the LEC for the direct labor cost of
providing traffic control support during major racing
events, eight or nine weekends a year. This money is added
10
back into the LEC's payroll budget to pay those direct labor
costs. These reimbursable costs are included in the LEC's
total expenditures for the last fiscal year.
D. OTHER COSTS.
The LEC receives both direct and indirect support from
other base support divisions. I have attempted to capture
reasonable estimates of the costs of providing that support.
In most cases, I could only identify enough measurable data
to estimate the costs of the direct support the other base
support divisions provided the LEC. While this will lower
the total costs assigned to operate the Police Force, it
does not invalidate the model.
The other base support divisions I pulled costs from
are DOL, DPW, the Department of Resource Management (DRM)
,
the Department of Contracting (DOC) , the Department of
Information Management (DOIM) , the Civilian Personnel Office
(CPO) , and the Staff Judge Advocate General (SJAG) .
1. The Department of Logistics.
As mentioned earlier, DOL owns the LEC's patrol fleet
and pays the total costs of operating that fleet including
fuel, oil, and any required maintenance. The LEC's fleet of
twenty vehicles are leased. The total lease cost for fiscal
year 1997 was $75,825. The total maintenance cost for those
vehicles was $11,803. The total estimated fuel cost was
$7,738 .
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2. The Department of Public Works.
The LEC uses two buildings owned by DPW. One building
was built in 1903 for $28,700. Because of its age, I
considered this building to be fully depreciated and did not
apply any depreciation costs from this building to the LEC.
The estimated annual utility cost of the building is $9,033.
LEC only uses approximately 700 sq. ft. of this building,
from a total of 4,745 sq. ft., as the police substation.
Thus, its share of the annual utility costs is about $1,333.
The estimated annual maintenance cost for the LEC's share of
the building is only $450.
The other building is the police station which LEC
shares with the POM's CID detachment. The total square
footage of the police station is 7,746 sq. ft. with LEC's
portion of the building being 6,816 sq. ft. The station
building was built in the mid 1970s for $252,400. It had a
new roof added in the mid 1980s which cost $68,500, and was
just remodeled in FY97 to convert it into a police station
for $566,000. The total cost of the police station needing
to be depreciated is $886,900. Using a simple straight-line
3 -year depreciation with no building residual value, the
annual depreciation expense is $29,653. LEC's share of the
station's annual depreciation expense is $26,013.90. LEC's
share of the annual estimated utility cost for the station
12
is $20,624. The LEC ' s share of estimated annual maintenance
cost for the building is $7,035.98.
3. The Department of Resource Management.
The DRM's primary cost of supporting the LEC is
maintaining the LEC's financial records. This cost was
estimated to be $8,999. The costs for any other service
that the DRM may provide were not traceable and considered
to be immaterial
.
4. The Department of Contracting.
The DOC is responsible for letting all contracts. The
share of this cost directly attributed to LEC was estimated
by DOC to be $4, 289.
5 . The Department of Information Management .
DOIM provides copiers, telephone lines and telephones,
video teleconferencing (VTC) services, computer support,
printing services, and postage support to the LEC. The
estimated cost of providing that support for FY97 was as
follows
:
1. Copier support - $4,680.
2
.
Telephone support - $10,050.
3 . VTC support - $60.
4. Computer support - $26,800.
5. Printing support - $290.
6. Postage - $1400.
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6. The Civilian Personnel Office.
CPO provides two major types of support to the LEC.
The first is advertising job openings, and gathering names
of qualified interviewees for those positions. The second
is providing employee -management relations support. The
estimated cost of providing the LEC hiring support for FY97
was only $1,074. The estimated cost of providing the LEC
employee -management relations support was $6,607.
7. The Staff Judge Advocate.
The SJAG provides the LEC with legal opinions. Most of
these opinions deal with legal rules of evidence and what
type of specific charge to bring against a criminal suspect.
The estimated total annual cost of providing these opinions
for FY97 was $9, 194.*
* The SJAG and the LEC are in a reciprocal support relationship that makes it difficult to
determine who is supporting who in a given situation. For example, the SJAG prosecutor tells
the police to use a specific charge against a suspect that the prosecutor feels may be easier to
prove in court then another charge. Is the prosecutor supporting the police, or is he simply
helping his is own prosecution effort?
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III. THE LEC ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING MODEL
This chapter briefly describes the activity-based
costing modeling process, and then follows with the
specifics of the LEC ' s model.
A. ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING MODELS
The first step in building any activity-based costing
model is to identify the outputs or products of an
organization. Once the products have been identified, some
relatively easy measure of those products must be
established. In most cases, products are measured in units
of product produced. (Cokins, et al
.
, 1993)
The next step is to identify the activities that are
required to produce a single unit of each product . This
requires analyzing the entire organizational system and
subsystems within the organization to follow the tasks
required to produce products. (Cokins, et al . , 1993)
After all of the activities are identified, all
resources consumed for those activities are identified and
measured. The total costs of resources consumed by each




Once this is done, each activity is further analyzed to
determine its cost object and cost driver.
15
Cost objects are usually parts, services,
ingredients, products, customers, or distribution
channels. Activity cost drivers recognize the
proportionate discharge of each activity cost into
its cost objects. (Cokins, et al
.
, 1993, pp 10-11)
The costs of these activities are then distributed to
cost objects using cost drivers. Finally, activity cost
drivers are used to trace costs from resources through
activities to the organization's products. (Cokins, et al .
,
1993)
B. THE LEC MODEL, ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING FACTORS
This model assumes the reader has a basic knowledge of
cost accounting.
C . PRODUCTS
The products/outputs identified for the LEC, as well as





Blotter Reports Number of blotter reports
Background Checks/Insurance Reports Number of requests for information
Police Patrol Services Number of patrol hours
Investigations Number of investigations
Physical Security Inspections Number of physical security inspections
Crimes Prevention Education Number of education events supported
Crime Watch Hot-line Number of times hot-line message updated
U.S. Magistrate Court Support Number of magistrate court cases
Table 3.1. Production measurements
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All of these measures for the LEC ' s outputs are easily
and inexpensively measured. Unfortunately, not all of these
measures are currently being recorded. The LEC is not
tracking the number of requests for background checks that
it receives. Additionally, SJAG does not keep historical
records for the number of cases that it tries each month.
Thus, only estimates were available for these two measures.
D. ACTIVITIES/PROCESSES
Each of LEC's processes requires multiple activities to
produce a finished product . These processes consume
resources and convert them into products. The aggregated
processes for the LEC used in this model are:
1. Producing blotter reports.
2. Answering requests for police information.
3. Providing police services.
4. Police Operations.
5. Investigating.
6. Conducting physical security inspections.
7. Conducting crime prevention education.
8. Preparing/updating the crime watch hot-line.
9. Providing magistrate court support.
Diagrams of these processes were validated by the police
chief and are included in Appendix A.
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1. Producing blotter report
The process of producing a blotter report is comprised
of the following activities in the following order:
1. An investigator or patrolman writes a report.
2. The author's supervisor reviews/edits the report.
3. The author finalizes report.
4. The report is given to PAC, which inputs the report
into the police data base.
5. PAC summarizes all police reports from the previous
24 hours (or 72 hours on the Monday following a
weekend) into a blotter report.
6. The Deputy Chief of Police reviews/edits the blotter
report
.
7. PAC finalizes the blotter report and copies report
to a computer floppy disk.
8
.
PAC gives the disk to the chief ' s secretary who
e-mails the blotter report to various customers.
This process is completed Monday through Friday, with
one blotter report being produced for each morning during
the five work days. The cost driver of this process is the
number of police reports that are written during the period
summarized in the blotter report.
2. Answering requests for police information
Requests for police information fall into two general
categories, background checks and all other requests. The
process for these two categories is generally the same, but
varies slightly. The general sequence is; a request for
information comes to PAC, someone researches the police data
18




Background checks are requested by various
organizations to see if a specified individual has run afoul
of the law at the Presidio. Most of these requests are from
people requesting federal security clearances or applying
for federal jobs. This process varies from other requests
in that it is the ADP technician who searches the police
data base, and not personnel assigned to the PAC. The
reason for this is the ADP technician is the only person in
the organization who can access files entered into the
system before 1995. The cost driver of this sub-process is
the number of requests for background checks
.
Jb. Other requests for information
Examples of other types of information requests
that the LEC receives are insurance companies requesting
copies of police reports of traffic accidents, individuals
or lawyers requesting copies of police reports, and
investigators requesting copies of old reports that have
relevance to current investigations. These requests are
handled by PAC. Most requests are answered on the day
received. The cost driver for this sub-process is the
19
number of requests for police information, not including
background checks
.
3. Providing police services
Police services are defined as everything that the
department does to support and protect the community that is
not directly involved in producing another product. This is
a catch all process that includes the activities of
patrolling, dispatching, traffic enforcement, community
relations, the activities of patrol supervisors, animal
control (dog catcher), maintenance of the patrol fleet, and
other miscellaneous activities. The basic activities
consist of:
1. Officers preparing for patrol.
2 . Patrolling.
3. Public calling police for assistance.
4. Dispatcher giving officers information.
5. Officer responding.
This basic flow obviously does not include many of the
activities mentioned above. This is because these other
activities can occur at any point, and in some cases at
multiple points, in the process. These variations in the
activity flow do not matter because the process captures the
total resources consumed providing police services. The
20
cost driver for this process is the number of hours officers
spend on patrol
.
4 . Police Operations
This process is an intermediate one. Police operations
is defined as all of the activities of the uniformed police
officers, dispatchers, animal control specialist, and
maintenance technician. Costs that are traced to police
operations, but can not be directly traced to producing
blotter reports, providing police services, conducting crime
prevention education, or providing magistrate court support
are pooled here. These costs are then traced to producing
police services, conducting crime prevention education,
investigations, and providing magistrate court support using
the work effort percentage of the patrolmen. For example,
in the aggregate, the patrolmen produced police services
90.3 9 percent of the time. Thus, 90.39 percent of the cost




Investigating is defined as those activities conducted
to attempt to solve a crime. This includes the activities
of the department's investigators and detectives, as well as
the initial investigations conducted by patrol officers.
The cost driver used in the model for this process is the
number of investigations conducted.
21
Arguments can be made that underlying or 'real
investigating cost drivers should be the size and socio-
economic type of the population the LEC serves. For
example, a larger population is more likely to have a higher
absolute number of crimes then a smaller one, even if the
crime rates between the two populations are the same.
6. Physical security inspections
The physical security inspections are required by Army
regulation. Each tenant organization must be inspected
every eighteen months to ensure that they are in compliance
with regulations. In addition, units can request a physical
security inspection if they feel that they are not meeting
the standard and wish to identify potential physical
security problems in their areas. The LEC's physical
security inspection process involves three people, the
physical security inspector, the police chief's secretary,
and the police chief. The process is as follows:
1. The physical security inspector inspects an
organization
.
2. The inspector writes a report summarizing results.
3. The police chief's secretary types the report.
4. The police chief reviews/edits the report.
5. The secretary types the final report.
6 . The inspector makes a copy of the report and sends
it to the inspected unit.
7. Ninety days later the inspector re-inspects to
ensure all deficiencies have been corrected.
22
The cost driver for this process is the number of




Crime prevention education is those activities such as
setting up information booths at community events or
visiting grade schools, which raise the public's crime
prevention awareness. The LEC conducts about two of these
events a month. The cost driver for this process is the
number of crime prevention education events supported.
8. Crime watch hot- line
The Crime Watch Hot-line is updated bi-weekly and lists
the crimes that happened on the Presidio over the previous
two week period as well as giving crime prevention tips on
how to stop/avoid various crimes. The process of producing
this product involves only two people, the physical security
inspector and the deputy chief of police, and consumes the
fewest resources of all of LEC's processes. The process is
as follows:
1. The inspector reviews the blotter reports for the
last two weeks to determine what should be included
in the recorded hot-line message.
2. He then pulls and reads the police reports of those
incidents he thinks are significant.
3 . He writes a script that includes tips on how to
prevent the types of crimes that are summarized on
the hot -line.




The cost driver for this process is the number of bi-weekly
police reports.
9. Magistrate court support
After the Crime Watch Hot-line, supporting the U.S.
Magistrate court consumes the next fewest resources. The
LEC sends one police officer to act as a bailiff for the
court, and one administrative specialist to collect any
fines imposed. Additionally, the LEC provides officers to
testify in court as needed. During FY97, court was held
approximately 24 times. The cost driver for this activity
is the number of cases tried.
E . RESOURCES
The LEC uses resources that can be grouped into two
broad categories. The first resource category is the set of
labor, services, and materials supplied to the LEC by the
other base support divisions. The total estimated cost per
support division for FY97, along with descriptions of the
support provided to the LEC, is discussed in Chapter II -
Section D. - OTHER SERVICES. The second resource category
is the set of labor, services, and materials the LEC
consumed internally. The total internal costs for the LEC
for FY97 are listed in Table 2.1, LEC ' s FY97 Budget.
Both of these resource categories include direct,
indirect, and overhead costs. A difficulty in establishing
24
any activity-based costing model is finding accurate cost
drivers for the indirect and overhead costs. Without a
doubt, some of the cost drivers used to trace resource
consumption in this model could be better. But finding and
accurately measuring these better cost drivers would be
costly. The benefit of capturing these better measures may
not be worth the extra effort and cost.
The rest of this section describes the cost driver for
each resource used and the problems associated with those
drivers. I begin with the costs traced from the other
support activities to the LEC and follow with the LEC's
internal resource flow.
1. Resources supplied by the other support divisions
A summery of the resources supplied by the other base
support divisions, along with the associated cost driver, is
given in the Table 3.2.
a. DPW's costs drivers
This model uses square feet of building occupancy as the
cost driver for all of the costs associated with building
use. The size of the floor space given to a LEC department
determined the amount of building costs traced to that
department. While this measure may accurately reflect the
consumption of building and building maintenance costs, it
does not truly represent how utilities are consumed.
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Supporting Cost of Driver
Department Cost Category Cost Driver Support Amount Cost/Driver
DPW Bldg. Depreciation Square feet of building usage $26,014 7,516 $3.46
Utilities Square feet of building usage $22,406 7,516 $2.98
Bldg. Maint. Square feet of building usage $7,486 7,516 $1.00
DOL Vehicle Leases Number of vehicles $75,825 20 $3,791.24
Vehicle Maint. Number of vehicles $11,803 20 $590.17
Fuel Miles driven $7,738 241,818 $0.03
DRM Budget Support Number of inquires $8,999 208 $43.26
CPO Hiring Support Number of employees hired $1,074 6 $179.08
Labor Relations Number of management/labor
issues
$6,607 9 $734.09
DOC Contracting Support Number of contracts $4,289 19 $225.73
JAG Legal Advice Number of requests for advice $9,194 1095 $8.40
DOIM Copier Support Number of copiers $4,680 3 $1,560.00
Telephone Support Number of telephone lines $10,051 28 $358.99
Postage Number of items mailed $1,400 10 $140.00
Printing Number of items printed $287 50 $5.75
Computer Support Number of computers $26,800 25 $1,072.00
Video Number of teleconferences $60 1 $60.00
teleconferencing
Tab].e 3.2. External costs
Electricity is consumed based on the number of
appliances drawing power in a given space and not on the
total square footage of that space. In the LEC's case, the
dispatchers working space is relatively small compared to
that occupied by police operations. Yet, the dispatcher's
space is crammed full of electronic gear used to communicate
with patrols and monitor alarms, video monitors, and
computer terminals, while the area used by police operations
is mostly open space. Given the varying amounts of
equipment in the two areas, the dispatching department is
likely to use more electricity than police operations, and
therefore, should be charged a higher cost for utilities
than police operations. However, using square footage as
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the cost driver creates the opposite effect, police
operations is charged more for utilities than dispatching.
Installing electric meters in each or estimating electric
use by room would generate more accurate data. However, it
is not clear that the value of the more accurate data would
justify the additional cost.
Additionally, an argument can be made that the
costs of sewage and water consumed are driven by the amount
of employees per department and not on the square footage of
working space assigned to a department. In most cases
however, the more employees working in a department, the
larger the work space. Thus, using the less accurate square
footage cost driver does provide an approximation of actual
utility use and simplifies the model by consolidating all
utilities under one cost driver.
Jb. DOL's cost drivers
This model uses the number of vehicles assigned to
a department as the cost driver for consuming vehicle leases
and maintenance, and miles driven as the cost driver for
consuming fuel. While on the surface these seem to be
accurate cost drivers, the cost driver for maintenance could
be better.
The problem lies in that not all vehicles in the
police fleet are used the same way. The marked patrol
vehicles are driven about 75 miles/day. The unmarked cars
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assigned to investigations, on the other hand, may sit idle
for days before being used. It is likely that more of the
maintenance effort will be consumed by those vehicles that
are driven more often.
Unfortunately, the civilian contractor who
maintains the police fleet only tracks aggregated annual
maintenance costs. To find the maintenance cost traced to
each individual vehicle would entail manually searching the
maintenance files. Because the costs involved are not
material (total vehicle maintenance cost is less than one
half of a percent of the LEC ' s total cost) , the time
invested in such a search would not be worth the benefit of
the additional information gained.
c. DRM' s cost drivers
The cost driver for DRM was difficult to identify.
After interviewing the LEC ' s budget analyst, It was
determined that the most representative cost driver
comprised the number of questions and/or issues that a
department contacted her to help resolve.
d. CPO's cost drivers
This model uses two cost drivers to trace LEC s
consumption of CPO support. The first is the number of
personnel hired, which is used to trace the cost of CPO's
hiring support. Tracing costs to LEC departments based on
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their number of hires reflects their share of hiring
support
.
The second is the number of management/labor
issues generated by a LEC division, which is used to trace
the cost of CPO's labor relations support. The second cost
driver has the inadequacy that not all management/labor
issues take the same amount of effort or time to resolve.
Unfortunately, CPO does not track the amount of time spent
resolving each issue. It may have been possible to
establish a reasonable estimate of the time spent on each
issue by interviewing the labor relations specialist on a
case by case basis. But the cost of gathering the data
would have exceeded the benefit gained from the more
accurate information as the total CPO cost is only 0.27
percent of the total cost of the LEC, and therefore not
material. Thus, the model does not use the more accurate
cost driver of time spent on each management/labor issue.
e. DOC's cost drivers
The cost driver used in the model to trace DOC's
cost is the number of contracts placed by DOC. This cost
driver has the same problem as CPO's labor relations cost
driver. Namely, not all actions are the same or require the
same effort, and DOC does not track time spent on each
contract. A better cost driver would be to use the time DOC
spends per contract. Again, the DOC does not track the
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amount of time spent resolving each contract so this was not
used as a cost driver.
f. SJAG's cost drivers
The cost driver this model uses to trace the
consumption of SJAG support is the number of requests for
legal advice from SJAG. The number of requests for legal
advice was estimated by the SJAG as three per day, for a
total of 1095 requests for the year. Determining which LEC
departments consumed this resource was relatively easy since
only police operations and investigations request legal
advice. However, determining the amount of requests for
each department was more difficult. After interviewing the
SJAG, the Police Chief, the Deputy Police Chief, and the
Chief Investigator, I estimated police operations consumed
40 percent of SJAG's costs and investigations consumed 60
percent. While this is a relatively unsophisticated
estimate, it is not likely to be materially incorrect.
g. DOIM's cost drivers
DOIM provides six types of support to LEC, each of
these has its own cost driver. These cost drivers are:
number of copiers for copier support, number of telephone
lines for telephone support, number of computers for
computer support, the number of video teleconferences for
video teleconference support, the number of pieces mailed
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for postage support, and the number of items printed for
printing support. All of these cost drivers appear to
accurately trace the consumption of DOIM resources.
2 . Internal resources consumed by the LEC
Internal resources consumed are combinations of labor,
supplies, and activities supplied by LEC departments used by
other activities or to produce final products. This model
defines LEC departments as groups of people doing the same
work, and does not exactly mirror the LEC ' s organization
chart. For example, the police chief's secretary is defined
as a department because the work she does is unique. A
summary of the LEC ' s departments, their resource cost
categories, and cost drivers is given in Table 3.3.
The most common problem with the cost drivers given in Table
3.3 is the LEC simply does not measure many of them. In
cases where the LEC did not capture the cost driver measure,
the measure was estimated by a combination of interviewing
the people conducting the work and by observing the work in
process
.
a. Police Chief's resources provided and cost
drivers
The chief provides two general types of resource
activities that are consumed by other LEC departments. The
first category type is general and administrative (G&A) type
of duties that benefit the entire LEC. These duties include
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Department Resource cost category Cost Driver
Chief General & admin, duties (G&A)
Physical security inspections





Typing support to other departments
Payroll/personnel support
Department e-mail
Number of hours in support
Number of things typed
Number of employees




Liaison w/DOlM for phone support
Number of computers
Number of requests for checks
Number of phone lines
Phy. Security Physical security inspections
Crime prevention education
Crime watch phone line
Number of inspections requested & required
Number of events
Number of crime reports bi-weekly
Supply/Budget Equipment/supplies/contracts
purchased









Number of CID agents
Number of events
Deputy Chief G&A (police operations)
Physical security inspections
Crime watch phone line
Supervise police police operations
Review police reports
Percentage of time spent on each issue
Number of inspections requested & required








Number of training events
number of employees
Number of special projects
PAC Input data into police database
Retrieve data from police database
Mag. court support
Number of reports
Number of requests for information
Number of cases tried
Maintenance Coordinate maintenance Number of vehicles
Shift
Supervisors













Number of calls requiring investigation
Number of reports
Number of cases
Number of events supported
Dispatchers Dispatch officers hours in a day
Animal Control Patrol Number of animal related calls
Table 3.3. Internal resources and cost driver
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such activities as functioning as the liaison with
people outside of the LEC, setting general policy, and
attending meetings.
The chief spends the majority of his time, about
94 percent, performing G&A types of duties. The second
resource activity he provides is reviewing/editing all of
the physical security inspection reports written by the
physical security specialist. The chief spends about 30
minutes a week, or approximately 1.25 percent of his time,
reviewing physical security inspection reports.
b. Police Chief's secretary' s resources provided
and cost drivers
The police chief's secretary provides four general
types of resource activities that are consumed by other LEC
departments. The first resource includes all of those
activities/services that directly support the police chief.
The second resource that the secretary provides is typing
support to other departments. Third, the secretary supports
all of the other LEC employees by doing all of the payroll
and personnel issues paperwork. Finally, the secretary's
computer is the only one connected to the Presidio's LAN.
Thus, she sends and receives all official e-mail.
The percentage of time that the secretary spends
providing each of these services was estimated by
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interviewing the secretary and by observing her work. The
resulting distribution of her work effort is as follows:
1. Supporting the chief 61 percent of the time.
2. Payroll/personnel support six percent of the time.
3. Sending & receiving e-mail nine percent of the time.
4. Typing support for police operations, physical
security, supply, and PAC equally distributed with
each taking up six percent of her time (total typing
support took up 24 percent of her time)
.
The cost drivers for the services that the
chief's secretary provides are listed in Table 3.3. While
each of these cost drivers accurately traces resources
consumed, the only one that is measured by the LEC is the
number of employees assigned. The rest of the cost drivers
are estimated based on interviews with the secretary.
c. ADP's resources provided and cost drivers
The ADP technician provides three general types of
resource activities that are consumed by the other LEC
departments. The first is computer support, which includes
troubleshooting, repair, training, and other computer
support. The second is researching the police data base for
background checks. Third, the ADP technician is the LEC ' s
liaison with DOIM and responsible for doing all the work
orders to get telephone lines repaired.
The percentage of time that the ADP technician
spends providing each of these services was estimated by
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interviewing the ADP technician and by observing him work.
The resulting distribution of his work effort is as follows:
1. Computer support 86 percent of the time.
2 . Conducting background checks nine percent of the
time
.
3 . Providing liaison with DOIM for phone support five
percent of the time.
The ADP department's cost drivers accurately trace
resources consumed and are measurable. However, the ADP
technician does not track the number of requests for
background checks he receives. The ADP technician estimated
this number to be about 4 5 requests per week based on his
experience and the number of recent requests he had
processed.
d. Physical Security' s resources provided and
cost drivers
The Physical Security department provides three
general types of resource activities all of which are
consumed to provide final products. The first, conducting
physical security inspections is made up of all of those
activities required to produce the finished product for the
physical security report. The second resource activity that
the physical security department provides is crime
prevention education. The last the resource activity
supplied is updating the crime watch hot-line.
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The percentage of time that the physical security-
inspector spends providing each of these services was
estimated by interviewing the inspector and by observing him
work. The resulting distribution of his work effort is as
follows
:
1. Physical security inspections 80 percent of the
time .
2. Crime prevention education 16.5 percent of the time.
3. Updating the crime watch hot-line 3.5 percent of the
time
.
e. Supply's resources provided and cost drivers
Supply provides all of the equipment and supplies
that are consumed by the other LEC departments. The total
cost of the supply function was traced to the other LEC
departments by a two step method. The first step was to
trace as much of the cost of supplies/equipment/services
consumed as possible directly to the department that
consumed them. For example, if a department consumed 25
percent of the total supplies, equipment, and/or services
the supply department purchased during the fiscal year, 25
percent of the total cost of the supply function was traced
to that department. Directly tracing costs this way still
left over 52 percent of supply's cost needing to be
identified with specific users.
The second step was to allocate the remaining
supply costs to departments based on the number of employees
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in the departments. For example, the police chief, being a
department of one employee, was allocated l/52nd of the
remaining supply costs. The two people working in supply
are not counted in the allocation basis used to allocate
supply costs to the other LEC departments. This is so that
all of the supply costs are distributed to the other
departments
.
f. Investigations' resources provided and cost
drivers
Investigations provides five general types of
resource activities that are consumed by various processes.
These activities are defined as follows:
(1) Investigate cases. This activity is
defined as all those activities conducted to attempt to
solve a crime
.
(2) Write reports. This activity is defined
as writing, editing, and producing a final report.
(3) Track police statistics. The
investigations department is responsible for tracking each
call to which a police officer responds. The data base
investigations maintains to track the police effort includes
such information as the type of call (i.e., domestic
disturbance or larceny) the length of time the officer spent
resolving the call, and the time of day the call occurred.
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(4) Support CID. The investigations
department shares its secretary with the Presidio's CID
detachment which pays part of her salary. The part of the
secretary's salary paid by CID is not included in the model.
(5) Crime prevention education.
Occasionally, one of the investigators will help the
physical security specialist during a crime prevention
education event
.
All of the cost drivers associated with the above
resource activities appear to accurately trace resource
consumption and are measurable. The amount of time and work
effort that the investigations department puts into each of
these activities was estimated by interviewing four of the
six employees, and observing them work.
g. Deputy Police Chief's resources provided and
cost drivers
The Deputy Police Chief provides five general
types of resource activities that are consumed by various
processes. The first, and most difficult to trace via a
cost driver, is the amount of time he spends on general and
administrative (G&A) types of activities. Like the police
chief, the deputy chief spends much of his time, about 42
percent, acting as a liaison with outside organizations and
the community. Unlike the chief however, the deputy chief's
G&A activities are focused on specifically supporting police
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operations and not the LEC as a whole. As a result, the
amount of effort the deputy chief used to accomplish G&A
types of tasks was all traced to the cost of providing
police services.
The second resource activity that the deputy chief
provides is conducting critical physical security
inspections when the physical security specialist is
unavailable. Usually, the deputy chief only performs
physical security inspections when the physical security
specialist is on leave or at his annual two weeks of Army
Reserve training. Additionally, the deputy chief only
inspects those units that must be inspected immediately in
order to stay within the time limits set by army regulation
or some other special circumstance. The deputy chief
estimated that he only spent 21 hours a year doing this
activity. This works out to be approximately one percent of
his annual work effort.
The third resource activity that the deputy chief
provides is reading the script for the crime watch hot-line.
The percentage of the deputy chief's work effort traced to
this activity is estimated to be less than one percent.
This small number is still significant as it is about 15
percent of the total cost of the hot-line.
The fourth resource activity that the deputy chief
provides is supervising police operations. The deputy chief
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spends approximately half of his time supervising police
operations. This activity includes such subactivities as
dealing with operational crises, resolving personnel issues,
going on patrol, and observing police operations.
The fifth resource activity that the deputy chief
provides is reviewing the blotter report, and all police
reports summarized in that blotter, for correctness and
content. The percentage of the deputy chief's work effort
traced to this activity is estimated to be close to 6
percent
.
Of the cost drivers used to trace the consumption
of the resource activities provided by the deputy chief,
neither the cost driver for G&A nor for supervising police
operations is measured nor tracked. This is understandable
because of the effort and associated cost involved with
measuring these cost drivers. To track the daily effort
comprised of the hundreds of administrative tasks required
to supervise a police force would be time consuming, and
probably not worth the costs involved. The amount of time
and work effort that the deputy chief put into each of these




h. Training officer's resources provided and
cost drivers
The Training officer provides three general types
of resources that are consumed by the other LEC departments.
Not surprisingly, the primary resource activity the training
officer provides is coordinating, planning, tracking, and
conducting training for the LEC employees. The training the
training officer coordinates includes police specific,
investigations specific, administrative specific, and
general federal employee types of training. The model
traces these costs directly to the LEC departments which
consumed the training.
The next most important resource activity that the
training officer provides is supervising PAC. The training
officer is responsible for reviewing the blotter reports PAC
generates, resolving any PAC personnel issues, and giving
PAC personnel their annual performance evaluation.
The final resource activity that the training
officer provides is that of completing special projects for
the police chief. These special projects fall into the G&A
cost category because they normally benefit the entire
organization. These projects run the gamut from ordering
police badges, to conducting urinalysis tests on LEC
personnel, to representing the LEC at various Monterey
County law enforcement organization meetings. Each of these
special projects has a group of costs that could be traced
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directly to individual LEC departments. However, given the
number of projects and the amount of personnel who benefited
from those projects, it was not cost effective to directly
trace these costs. As a result, the model allocates the
costs of special projects to the other departments based on
the number of employees in each department
.
The percentage of time that the training officer
spends providing each of these services was estimated by
interviewing the training officer and by observing him work.
The resulting distribution of his work effort was as
follows
:
1. Coordinating training 75 percent of the time.
2. Supervising PAC 15 percent of the time.
3. Doing special projects 10 percent of the time.
The training officer does not track the number of
special projects he is assigned. Nor does he track the time
he spends performing these projects or who the projects
benefit most. Thus, the cost driver for conducting these
special projects is estimated based on interviews with the
training officer.
i. PAC's resources provided and cost drivers
PAC provides three general types of resource
activities all of which are consumed by products. These
activities are entering data into the police database,
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retrieving data from that database, and providing
administrative support to the U.S. Magistrate Court.
The percentage of time PAC spends providing each
of these services was estimated by observing PAC work and
from analyzing three months of PAC ' s weekly performance
logs. The resulting distribution of PAC ' s work effort was
as follows:
1. Inputting data 86 percent of the time.
2
.
Retrieving data from the database 11 percent of the
time
.
3. Providing administrative support the U.S. Magistrate
Court 3 percent of the time.
The cost drivers that trace the costs of PAC
inputting and retrieving data accurately trace resources to
those activities which consumed them. PAC maintains a
weekly record of the number of reports that they enter into
the police database and the number of requests for police
information that they receive. However, the cost driver
that this model uses to trace the consumption of magistrate
support is an estimate. The SJAG keeps a file on each
individual case it takes to court. However, the SJAG does
not keep a running total of how many cases it took to trial
.
To find this data, someone would have to go into the case
files and count the cases. This would probably take one
person a full day to pull and count the cases. Because of
privacy act considerations, the SJAG would have had to
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provide the personnel to count the cases. Given SJAG's
limited personnel resources, the model used SJAG's estimate
of the average number of cases tried each month.
j. Maintenance's resources provided and cost
drivers
Maintenance provides one general type of resource
activity that is consumed by the other LEC departments. The
maintenance clerk provides all the coordination required to
the maintain the LEC's vehicles. The cost driver for
maintenance is the number of vehicles assigned to each LEC
department
.
This cost driver could be improved. As explained
earlier when discussing DOL's cost drivers, the problem with
using the number of vehicles assigned as the cost driver is
that not all vehicles are used the same way. The vehicles
that are driven more are more likely to have a higher
maintenance cost. As also mentioned earlier, for the
purpose of this thesis, the cost of obtaining more accurate
data (i.e., the maintenance cost of each vehicle) exceeded
the benefit of having that data.
k. Shift supervisors' resources provided and
cost drivers
The Shift supervisors provide one general type of
resource activity, supervising police operations, that is
consumed by patrol operations. One shift supervisor is on
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duty with each 12 hour shift. They are directly responsible
for the conduct of that shift. The entire work effort of
shift supervisors is traced to providing police services.
I. Station commanders' resources provided and
cost drivers
The Station commanders provide two general types
of resource activities that are consumed by other LEC
departments. These activities are supervising police
operations and reviewing/correcting police reports. Like
shift supervisors, one station commander is on duty each 12
hour shift. Station commanders are subordinate to shift
commanders and are responsible for the operation of the
police station. In addition to being the direct supervisor
of the police out on patrol, the station commander is also
the initial reviewer of police reports.
The percentage of time the station commanders
spend providing each of these services was estimated by
interviewing half of them and by observing them work. The
resulting distribution of their work effort was supervising
police operations 90 percent of the time, and
reviewing/editing police reports 10 percent of the time.
m. Patrolmen's resources provided and cost
drivers
The Patrolmen provide five general types of
resource activities that are consumed by processes to
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produce products. The first, and most important, resource
activity patrolmen provide is conducting patrols. This
activity makes up the majority of the product of police
services. The second resource activity patrolmen provide is
conducting initial investigations. When a call comes into
the station a patrol officer conducts the initial
investigation to determine if indeed a crime was committed.
If a crime was committed the patrol officer turns the case
over to investigations to investigate further. The third
resource activity that patrolmen provide is writing police
reports. As mentioned earlier, these reports are then given
to PAC to be entered into the police database and added to a
blotter report. The fourth resource activity the patrolmen
provide is U.S. Magistrate Court support. Police operations
provides one patrolman to serve as a bailiff and patrolmen
to testify as needed. The final resource activity that the
patrolmen provide is crime prevention education.
Occasionally, one or two patrolmen will help the physical
security specialist at a crime prevention education event.
The percentage of time patrolmen spend providing
each of these services was estimated from interviews,
observing them work, and analyzing every patrol log for the
month of July 1997. According to the patrol logs, the total
work time for patrolmen in the month of July was 2813.5
hours. Their distribution of work was as follows:
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1. Patrolling used 2543.27 hours, or 90.39 percent of
the time.
2. Conducting initial investigations used 77.23 hours,
or 2.75 percent of the time.
3. Writing police reports used 180.5 hours, or 6.42
percent of the time.
4. Providing U.S. Magistrate Court support used 12
hours, or 0.43 percent of the time.
5. Providing crime prevention education used 28
minutes, or 0.02 percent of the time.
While some of these percentages are quite small, and may-
seem to be immaterial, the associated costs are material
when compared to the total costs of the LEC's products
produced. For example, while supporting the magistrate
court is only estimated to be 0.43 percent of the total of
the patrolmen's work effort, the cost of this resource
activity is over 50 percent of the total cost of LEC's
product, U.S. Magistrate Court support.
n. Dispatch' s resources provided and cost
drivers
Dispatch provides one general type of resource
activity that is consumed by patrol operations. A
dispatcher must be on duty 24 hours a day to provide police
operations with dispatch support. Dispatch acts as the
central communications hub for police operations, and
provides patrols with access to CLET information.
The model uses a cost driver of number of hours
per day to trace dispatch's costs because one dispatcher is
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on duty 24 hours a day. The number of uniformed officers in
the LEC is small enough that even if the entire police force
was deployed at one time, only one dispatcher would be
needed.
o. Animal control's resources provided and cost
drivers
Animal control provides one general type of
resource activity that is consumed by patrol operations.
LEC's one animal control specialist is responsible for
controlling the animal populations, both wild and
domesticated, on the POM and POM annex. The majority of his
work load is capturing stray domestic animals and wild
animals. When the animal control specialist is not on duty,
patrol operations takes over his duties.
F. COST FLOWS
The cost flows of this model start with the costs of
external resources supplied to the LEC. The model traces
those costs via cost drivers to the various LEC departments
or processes which consume them. The model next uses cost
drivers to trace the percentages of internal resources
consumed to the LEC departments and processes which consumed
them. Because most of the LEC departments have reciprocal
support arrangements
,
i.e., part of the police chief's
secretary's work supports the supply department, and part of
supply's work supports the secretary, all of the costs from
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all of the LEC departments are simultaneous allocated to all
the other LEC departments and processes using matrix
algebra*. Finally, the model traces the costs of total
resources consumed by the processes to the cost of the
products themselves. Appendix B contains accounting
spreadsheets showing the cost matrices.
For example, the total cost of investigations was
arrived at by first tracing external costs directly to the
investigations process. In this case, about 60 percent, or
$5,516.15, of the resources provided by the SJAG were
directly traced to the investigations process. At the same
time, the rest of the external costs where traced directly
to the LEC departments and other processes which consumed
them.
Next, the LEC ' s total direct costs from the LEC's FY97
budget (Table 2.1), were distributed to the LEC departments.
In this example, the investigations department's total
payroll cost for FY97 of $317,655 was the department's only
budgeted direct cost, and none of the costs in this step
were directly traced to the investigations process.
The next step was to trace all the costs of all the LEC
departments to the other departments and processes which
The reciprocal method of service department cost allocation recognizes all services provided
by any department. With the reciprocal method, the costs of each department and process are
written in equation form: Total cost = Direct cost + Costs allocated from other departments. The
system of equations is then solved simultaneouly using matrix algebra. By solving the equations
simultaneously, we account for all interdepartment allocations. (Maher, et al., pp 202-203)
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consumed them. The total cost traced to the investigations
department is the equation:
Investigations department Cost =
$364,223.85 +
11.18 percent of the chief's total costs +
0.7 percent of the chief's secretary's total cost +
23.54 percent of ADP ' s total cost +
9.07 percent of supply's total cost +
1.13 percent of training's total cost +
20 percent of maintenance's total cost
(see Appendix B)
.
At the same time, 100 percent of the investigations
department's costs were allocated to the other LEC
departments and processes which consumed the investigation
departments services.
The investigations process cost equation is:
Investigations process cost =
59.79 percent of the investigations department's cost +
7.52 percent of training's total cost +
2.75 percent of the patrolmen department's cost.
Once all the costs of all the LEC departments were traced to
other departments and processes, the model used matrix
algebra to simultaneously solve all equations.
The next step was to allocate the final police
operations process costs to the other processes. Using the
aggregated patrolmen's percentages of work effort to trace
these costs, 2.75 percent were traced to the investigations
process. Summing up all these costs amounted to
$319,063.26, or 11.19 percent of LEC ' s total cost was
consumed to produce investigations.
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The very last step in the model was to divide the
investigation process's total cost by the total number of
investigations conducted in FY97 to get the cost per
investigation. The LEC conducted 975 investigations in
FY97, so the cost per investigation was $327.24.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The total estimated FY97 cost of running the LEC was
about $2,850,140. The model did not discover any surprising
hidden costs. Personnel costs are by far the most expensive
resource consumed by the LEC. A little more than 85
percent, or $2,633,935, of the LEC's total cost is payroll.
The costs of resources provided by POM's other base support
departments amounted to less than 8 percent of the total.
This thesis demonstrated how activity-based costing
models can be used by small Army organizations to establish
baseline costs for all activities, processes, and products
produced by these organizations. In particular, other Army
installation police departments can use this model as a
template, with very little or no modification, to help them
determine their costs. Once cost baselines are established,
and organizational processes are analyzed, an organization
can more easily improve its processes to increase cost
effectiveness and efficiency.
A. COSTS OF PRODUCTS
The total estimated cost of producing each product,
along with the estimated cost per unit of product output, is
given in the following table.
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Product Total cost Percentage of Number of Cost per
total LEC cost outputs output
Police Information
Blotter Reports $431,842.23 15.15% 260 $1,660.93
Background Checks/ $18,793.10 0.66% 3,120 $6.02
Insurance Reports
Police Patrol Services $1,992,402.61 69.91% 30,520 $65.28
Investigations $319,063.26 11.19% 975 $327.24
Physical Security Inspections $59,958.41 2.10% 47 $1,275.71
Crimes Prevention Education $12,530.64 0.44% 25 $501.23
Crime Watch Hot-line $2,956.39 0.10% 26 $113.71
U.S. Magistrate Court Support $12,581.94 0.44% 36 $349.50
Table 4.1. Product Costs
As estimates, the costs in Table 4.1 are not exact.
Nonetheless, these total cost figures are accurate based on
reasonable estimates and can be used as a baseline against
which to improve. Additionally, even if the product cost
totals are not exact, the relative amount of the total cost
traced to each product should accurately represent reality.
For example, the model traced a little less than 70 percent
of the total LEC ' s cost to producing Police Patrol Services.
While it did not cost exactly $1,992,402.61 to produce
Police Patrol Services, it did consume about 70 percent of
LEC ' s total resources.
B. LEC ISSUES, RECOMMENDATIONS
Using activity-based costing to analyze an organization
has more than one benefit. The most obvious benefit is the
identification of all of the hidden costs of an activity or
process consumes so that those costs can be controlled.
Another key benefit is that the entire organizational
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process must be fully analyzed to identify all of the
activities and all of the costs consumed by those
activities. This introspective look at all of the
organization's processes can uncover problems and
inefficiencies that, otherwise, could have been left
undiscovered. The remainder of this section points out two
of the significant inefficiencies found in the LEC's
processes, and provides recommendations as to possible
remedies
.
1. Issue: Station Commanders
The biggest inefficiency found in the LEC during this
study is with the job position of the station commander.
The station commander's position is simply not needed for
the current LEC size and workload. The station commander's
job is nominally to supervise patrolmen, give guidance to
the dispatcher in moving patrols and assist him in answering
phone calls, and helping any customer that may walk into the
police station. The reality of the current situation is
that the dispatchers are professional enough that they
require little guidance and answer the majority of phone
calls themselves. The shift supervisor manages the
patrolmen. And the few walk in customers that come into the
station can be greeted by PAC personnel. Nearly every duty
for which the station commander is responsible is also the
duty of some other employee.
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The LEC's standard police shift is made up of one shift
supervisor, one station commander, one dispatcher, all in
the station, and between three and seven patrolmen out on
patrol. Analyzing the duty logs for the month of July shows
that nearly 4 percent of the work shifts had just as many
personnel in the station as patrolmen out on patrol . In
other words, for nearly 4 percent of the time, every
patrolman had their own individual supervisor/dispatcher
back in the station
2 . Recommendation
The station commander's position should either be
eliminated, or the position should be turned into a working
supervisor type of position with the commander supervising
while out on patrol. If the station commander's position
was eliminated, the LEC would save approximately $246,100
per year. Moving the station commanders out of the station
and putting them on patrol, would increase patrol coverage
between 2 5 and 13 percent, depending on the size on the
shift.
3. Issue: Typing Police Reports
Currently, the LEC, as an organization, types the same
police report three times. This does not include the
multiple rewrites and corrections that the writing officer
may make to a report before it is accepted. The writing
officer types the original report on one computer. Once the
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report has been reviewed and approved by the station
commander, the report is given to PAC which types a synopsis
of the report into another computer, the police database.
Finally, the investigations secretary types another synopsis
of the report into another computer for statistical
analysis
.
All of these computers are in the same building, and
the LEC is currently working to install a LAN linking these
computers. Once the LAN is installed, and the appropriate
software in place, police reports will only be typed once.
After the writing patrol officer finishes a report, it will
automatically be entered into the police information
database and the statistical database. This will eliminate
a significant portion of the work load of four people.
Eighty- five percent of the work load for PAC is typing data
into the database. Once the LAN is installed, there will
not be enough data entry work to keep three personnel fully
employed. Additionally, about 45 percent of the
investigation's secretary work load should disappear once
the LAN is installed.
4 . Recommendation
Reduce the size of PAC by one or two employees once
the LAN is installed. Eliminating one position will save
LEC about $24,100 a year. Eliminating two positions will
save LEC about $48,20 per year.
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C. DISCUSSION
This section includes findings/issues that do not fall
under any particular category.
1. A Problem with Army Service Based Costing
As stated in Chapter I, the Army uses a partial form of
activity-based costing called serviced based costing to
establish baseline costs of general services at the major
command and installation level. For example, the Presidio's
total service cost for law enforcement is the LEC ' s direct
budget. It includes only the direct costs incurred by the
LEC. This cost is then divided by some output measure to
get a cost per output, similar to activity-based costing.
However, no attempt is made to trace any indirect costs to
the services, only direct costs are used.
The two output measures used for law enforcement under
service based costing are the number of military police
reports written, the primary measure, or the number of
police patrol hours, the secondary measure. The problem
lies with using the number of military police reports as a
baseline in which to judge cost effectiveness of Army police
organizations. Effective police forces prevent crime, and
lower crime rates. Lower crime rates translate to fewer
crimes and thus fewer police reports. Fewer police reports
translates to a higher cost per report, which at first
glance seems to indicate poorer cost efficiency when
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compared to historic records or other, less effective,
police forces. This is a poor measure. This army service
based costing measure makes poor performance look good and
good performance look bad. Thus it should not be used as a
performance measure.
2 . Potential Research and data errors
The primary method for data gathering used in this
thesis was through interviews and direct observation. Two
potential problems with the data are:
1. The actual work effort people believe they perform
is not always what they actually do. (Bernard, 1989,
pp 222-223)
2. People behave differently when being observed.
(Bernard, 1989, p 150)
3 . The Cost of Supporting CID
The total annual cost of the investigations' secretary
who support CID came to $5,646.25. CID paid to upgrade the
secretary's position from a GS-4 to a GS-5, and will
continue to reimburse the Presidio for her incremental
salary increase, about $2,200, into the foreseeable future
as part of a support agreement. Even if the model's cost
estimate for the services provided to CID has a relatively
large margin or error, this cost is still an order of
magnitude larger than the annual amount that CID is
reimbursing the Presidio. CID should be paying more for the
secretary's services.
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As a note, CID's cost is not included in LEC's cost in
the model. Nor did the model use the secretary's full
salary to compute costs. The secretary's position was
modeled using GS-4 salary data.
D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Two general types of further research should be pursued
to help assess the LEC and gain a more accurate picture as
to the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization.
The first type involves obtaining more accurate estimates of
both costs and cost drivers from the Presidio's other base
support divisions. Ideally, the Presidio should do an
installation wide activity-based accounting assessment so
that all costs are captured as accurately as possible.
The second type of research involves capturing similar
costs from other police departments, both civilian police
departments surrounding the Presidio, and similar sized
police departments at other Army installations. This cost
data could then be used to compare the LEC's performance to
those other police departments.
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APPENDIX B. ACCOUNTING SPREADSHEETS
This appendix is arranged as following:
1. Pages 68 through 71 are one continuos spread sheet
2 . Pages 72 through 75 are one continuos spread sheet
3 . Pages 76 through 78 are one continuos spread sheet
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